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More and more people obtain informa‐
tion and news via social media plat‐
forms. This applies, in particular, to
younger generations. Time spent on so‐
cial media platforms is increasing, and
the reach of shared content is growing
steadily. Whether it is Facebook, Insta‐
gram, Twitter, YouTube, or TikTok – it
is impossible to imagine everyday life
without social media platforms and the
part they play in shaping public opinion.
As a result, so-called “influencers” are
becoming increasingly important. These
are people who enjoy a high level of
credibility and high reputation among
their followers. Influencers are very ac‐
tive on social media and have many fol‐
lowers, likes, shares, and downloads.
Consequently, they exert considerable
influence on users of social media plat‐
forms and contribute to shaping public
opinion and agenda setting.
Today, influencers are no longer solely
relevant in the communication and mar‐
keting strategies of companies but are
also gaining importance in the political
information ecosystem. With this comes
a growing responsibility. In addition to
the many positive aspects of social me‐
dia platforms, they also have some seri‐
ous downsides. False, inaccurate, or mis‐
leading information – so-called disinfor‐
mation (commonly referred to as “fake
news”) – can significantly damage the
political opinion-forming process and
thus pose a threat to democracy as well
as free and open societies. This also ap‐
plies to conspiracy theories, filter bub‐
bles, and echo chambers.
Influencers can consciously or subcon‐
sciously reinforce this phenomenon. On
the other hand, they can help to alleviate

the above-mentioned problems. It is all
the more important to take a closer look
at the role social media and influencers
play in the process of political opinion
and will formation. The following rec‐
ommendations are directed towards pol‐
icy-makers, social media platforms, and
influencers.
©Photo on Unsplash by startae
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Recommendations to Policy-Makers
• Eﬀectively implementing the Coalition
Agreement of the new German gov‐
ernment regarding disinformation and
hate speech
• Raising awareness among politicians
and political decision-makers for their
own role and multiplier eﬀect online

• Creating platform councils which rep‐
resent the civil society
• Discussing possibilities of a public so‐
cial media platform, regulated under
public law
• Curbing hate speech and identity theft

• Modernizing the digital communication
strategy of the federal government

• Creating a regulatory body to monitor
disinformation

• Bundling and optimizing existing re‐
sources for media literacy through a
superordinate entity

• Creating a government agency for the
monitoring of foreign disinformation

• Reducing “gray zone content” by fos‐
tering awareness
• More eﬀective regulation of social me‐
dia platforms to combat misinformation
and hate speech

• Introducing a traﬃc light system to in‐
dicate the transparency of platform
providers
• Strengthening media literacy
• Strengthening of the European External
Action Service

Recommendations to Social Media Platforms
• Formulating guidelines and providing
training for influencers

• Constructively addressing gaps in the
law

• Acting consistently and punishing the
breaking of rules regarding disinforma‐
tion and hate speech

• Establishing a stricter and more trans‐
parent approach to younger age groups

• Editing algorithms – defeating bias

• Involving influencers more systemati‐
cally

Recommendations to Inﬂuencers
• Taking responsibility and developing
an ethics code

• Reflecting on and understanding cur‐
rent social-economic developments

• Complying with the legal framework

• Raising awareness through discussion
and reflection

• Preventing the spread of disinformation
and hate speech
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The Internet, and social media platforms in
particular, enjoy a growing influence in to‐
day’s society. The role they play in shaping
the opinions and political will of their users
can hardly be compared with the role the In‐
ternet played in the 1990s and early 2000s.
According to a survey by the business federation Bitkom, 300 billion short messages
were sent in 2021 in Germany alone. The
study shows that around 61 million people
over the age of 16 in Germany own a cell or
smartphone.1 In 2021, 67 million people in
Germany used the Internet: 100 percent of
the people under the age of 50, 95 percent of
people between the age of 50 and 69, and 77
percent of people aged 70 and over.2
Young people in particular are increasingly
obtaining news via social media.
The use of social media plays a paramount
role in this context. While 59 percent of the
population rarely use social media platforms,
47 percent frequent them at least once a
week, and 31 percent claim to spend time on
them daily. Across all age groups, the most
relevant activities on the networks include
posting, sharing, and liking content, as well
as viewing the news feed or timeline. The
most important platforms with regular,
meaning weekly use, are Facebook (28 %)
and Instagram (26 %).3 According to the Digital 2021 Global Overview Report, Ger‐
mans are spending more and more time on
social platforms: in 2020, the average
amounted to 84 minutes a day.4

The growing influence of social media plat‐
forms has diverse causes. The trend can be
attributed to the growing number of users as
well as to the type of content that is con‐
sumed on them. Social media platforms in‐
creasingly serve as a source of information
for news. According to the Reuters Institute
Digital News Report 2021, 31 percent of re‐
spondents in Germany occasionally obtain
news via social media (2013: 18 %).5
Especially younger generations tend to use
the Internet, and social media in particular,
as their main source of news. This was the
conclusion of the Reuters Institute Digital
News Report 2021, according to which the
Internet was the most important news source
for 70 percent of the 18- to 24-year-olds sur‐
veyed in Germany. From all online informa‐
tion sources, social media served as the main
news source for 25 percent of this age group
(2019: 22%). In comparison, this share
amounted to only ten percent among all on‐
line consumers surveyed. Eight percent of
the 18- to 24-year-olds surveyed in Germany
attained news exclusively via social media
(2019: 5%).6
Social media creates a new level of commu‐
nication encompassing elements of tradi‐
tional print, radio, and television media, as
well as direct communication and interper‐
sonal interaction. Users operate simultane‐
ously as senders and receivers, creating,
sharing, and consuming information. Ac‐
cording to the Reuters Institute Digital News
Report 2021, 19 percent of German respon‐
dents share news via social media, messenger
services, or email.

–––––––––
1
Felix Lange, Corona-Jahr 2021: 300 Milliarden Kurznachrichten in Deutschland, Bitkom Research, April 19, 2021, https://www.bitkom-rese‐
arch.de/de/pressemitteilung/corona-jahr-2021-300-milliarden-kurznachrichten-deutschland (accessed January 7, 2022).
2
25 Jahre ARD/ZDF-Onlinestudie: Nach Corona-Tief steigt die Unterwegsnutzung wieder, Streaming und die Mediatheken sorgen weiter für
mehr Mediennutzung im Internet, ARD/ZDF-Onlinestudie, November 9, 2021, https://www.ard-zdf-onlinestudie.de/ardzdf-onlinestudie/pres‐
semitteilung/ (accessed January 7, 2022).
3
Natalie Beisch und Wolfgang Koch, “Aktuelle Aspekte der Internetnutzung in Deutschland: 25 Jahre ARD/ZDF-Onlinestudie: Unterwegsnut‐
zung steigt wieder und Streaming/Mediatheken sind weiterhin Treiber des medialen Internets“, in: Media Perspektiven, Oktober 2021, pp. 498500, (accessed January 7, 2022).
4
GWI, Social. GWI's Flagship Report on the Latest Trends in Social Media, 2021, p. 15, https://www.gwi.com/reports/social (accessed January
7, 2022).
5
Nic Newman et. al, Digital News Report 2021, Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, 2021, p. 80, https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox
.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2021-06/Digital_News_Report_2021_FINAL.pdf (accessed December 20, 2021).
6
Sascha Hölig and Julia Behre, Befunde aus dem Reuters Institute Digital News Survey 2021 – Aktuelle Entwicklungen bei der Nachrichten‐
nutzung in Deutschland, Leibniz Institute for Media Research, November 2021, pp. 577-580, https://www.ard-media.de/fileadmin/user_upload/
media-perspektiven/pdf/2021/2111_Hoelig_Behre_Korr_21-12-14.pdf (accessed Febraury 11, 2022); Sascha Hölig and Uwe Hasebrik, Reu‐
ters Institute Digital News Report 2019 – Ergebnisse für Deutschland, Leibniz Institute for Media Research, June 2019, p. 5, https://www.hansbredow-institut.de/uploads/media/default/cms/media/os943xm_AP47_RDNR19_Deutschland.pdf (accessed January 11, 2022).
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Disinformation and Fake News
The terms “disinformation” and “fake news” are often misunderstood or used incorrectly. In some coun‐
tries, the term fake news is even instrumentalized by politicians to discredit or verbally attack journal‐
ists. For this reason, defining both terms precisely is crucial.

Definition according to the organization First Draft News
According to First Draft News, a leading non-profit organization, disinformation is a subcomponent of
fake news. Fake news can be categorized into diﬀerent types of information based on three elements,
namely:
1. the diﬀerent types of content that are created and shared,
2. the motivations of those who create the content, and
3. the way the content is disseminated.
Based on these elements, the content can be labeled as disinformation, misinformation, or malinforma‐
tion:
•
•
•

Disinformation is false or misleading information which is intentionally disseminated with
the intent to cause harm.
Misinformation is false or misleading information that is spread by a person or institution
unaware of their error and therefore not disseminated with the intent of causing harm.
Malinformation describes information that is shared or disseminated for personal or corpo‐
rate interests, to intentionally cause harm.

Source: Claire Wardle, Fake News – Es ist kompliziert, First Draft, March 17, 2017, https://de.firstdraftnews.org/fake-news-es-ist-kompliziert/ (ac‐
cessed January 7, 2022).

According to the organization Democracy Reporting International, a further category could be added
to this distinction: half-truths. These, too, pose a significant threat to democracies.
Source: Finn Klebe, Michael Meyer-Resende, Jesse Lehrke, Madeline Brady, Lena-Maria Böswald, and Prihesh Ratnayake, What’s #BTW21 Got to
DoWith It? Eine Bestandsaufnahme des Online-Diskurses rund um die Bundestagswahl, Democracy Reporting International, December 2021, htt‐
ps://democracy-reporting.org/uploads/publication/15247/document/de-abschlussbericht-zur-bundestagsw-61af7a86b4c71.pdf (accessed February
2, 2022).

Definition according to the European Commission
The terms disinformation and fake news are used synonymously by the European Commission. Accord‐
ing to the Commission, disinformation is “verifiably false or misleading information that is created,
presented and disseminated for economic gain or to intentionally deceive the public, and may cause
public harm.” “Public harm” includes threats to democracies, the formation process of political will, as
well as the security of European Union (EU) citizens, or the environment.
Source: European Commission, Tackling online disinformation: a European Concept, April 26, 2018, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/DE/
TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52018DC0236 (accessed January 12, 2022); European Commission, Tackling the Spread of Disinformation Online, https://
www.disinfobservatory.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/FactsheetTacklingthespreadofdisinformationonline.pdf (accessed January 12, 2022).
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Social media has a growing influence on po‐
litical dialog and the opinion-forming process in society. Correspondingly, the respon‐
sibility of social media platforms has ex‐
tended far beyond the sphere of communica‐
tion and information.
The COVID-19 pandemic fortified this de‐
velopment. It massively accelerated digitiza‐
tion and the growth of online communica‐
tion. It also added a toxic element to the Ger‐

man information ecosystem. According to a
study by the think tank Stiftung Neue Verant‐
wortung, disinformation refers to the dissem‐
ination of false or misleading content with
the strategic purpose of harming a person,
organization, or institution. Disinformation
and conspiracy theories are not new phenom‐
ena.7 However, both have significantly
gained traction during the COVID-19 pan‐
demic. Conspiracy theories such as the claim

Echo Chamber
The term echo chamber originally referred to a room in a recording studio. This type of room can reflect
and reverberate sound in a way that generates an echo. In the context of social media platforms, the term
describes the common phenomenon of people surrounding themselves with other people who are of the
same opinion. This reaﬃrms them in their own opinion and reflects it back to them like an “echo.” By
individuals not reflecting on and simultaneously reaﬃrming each other in their beliefs, echo chambers
bear the risk of increased radicalization. While the term is often used in reference to the digital space,
they are prevalent “oﬄine” as well.
Source: Das Nettz, Definition: Echokammer, https://www.das-nettz.de/glossar/echokammer (accessed January 11, 2022).

that the coronavirus supposedly does not ex‐
ist or that the government is merely stirring
up panic to gain legitimacy to restrict basic
rights, are circulating frequently. Many so‐
cial subculture groups – including the farright “Reichsbürger” and “Selbstverwalter” –
capitalize on the protests against COVID-19
measures to propagate their own agenda.
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, DirectorGeneral of the World Health Organization
(WHO) warned in February 2020, “[W]e’re

not just fighting an epidemic; we’re fighting
an infodemic.“ He continued, “Fake news
spread faster and more easily than this virus,
and is just as dangerous.“8 The infodemic
refers to an information ecosystem that, due
to an overwhelming amount of disinforma‐
tion, can no longer function as a trustworthy
source of information.

Filter Bubble
The term “filter bubble” originates from the book of the same title by author Eli Pariser. It refers to the
filter algorithms of search engines and social platforms. These algorithms show the individual user
similar posts to those they have already viewed. Although they are primarily used for marketing pur‐
poses and to enhance the use of services, the algorithms stifle the range of information available to
individual users. This “information space” is described as a filter bubble. These can cause rigid views
of politics and society, which, in the worst case, can lead to echo chambers.
Source: Das Nettz, Definition: Filterblase, https://www.das-nettz.de/glossar/filterblase (accessed January 11, 2022).

–––––––––
7
Wolf-Dieter Rühl, Measuring Fake News – Die Methode, Stiftung Neue Verantwortung, December 2017, p. 3, https://www.stiftung-nv.de/
sites/default/files/fake_news_methodenpapier_deutsch.pdf (accessed December 20, 2021).
8
Von der Pandemie zur Infodemie, faktencheck-gesundheitswerbung.de, October 25, 2021, https://www.faktencheck-gesundheitswerbung.de/
corona/von-der-pandemie-zur-infodemie-54483 (accessed December 1, 2021); World Health Organization, Munich Security Conference, Feb‐
ruary 15, 2020, https://www.who.int/director-general/speeches/detail/munich-security-conference (accessed February 14, 2022).
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The amount of misleading and false informa‐
tion on the Internet has increased dramati‐
cally. According to Deloitte’s Cyber Security
Report 2021, 75 percent of the surveyed de‐
cision-makers from business and politics
consider the manipulation of public opinion
through disinformation to be a particular
threat. In democratic societies, the media is
tasked with contributing to the formation of
opinion and will. However, many people find

©Photo on Unsplash by Jeremy Bishop

it more and more challenging to distinguish
between trustworthy and dubious sources on
the Internet. Trust in social media in Ger‐
many is low, according to the Reuters Insti‐
tute Digital News Report 2021. Only 14 per‐
cent of respondents trust news on social me‐
dia.10
Disinformation spreads faster than true con‐
tent.
Researchers have pointed at the risks, which
social media platforms pose, for years. Ac‐
cording to a study by the Massachusetts In‐
stitute of Technology (MIT) from 2017, truth
took up to six times as long as falsehoods to
reach an audience on Twitter and reached
more people than true information.11
Spreading disinformation, conspiracy theo‐
ries, hate speech, and discrimination on the
Internet and social media platforms is sim‐
ple. Given the enormous amounts of data and
information that are shared on the Internet
daily, social media platforms struggle to
check the content for its accuracy and truth‐
fulness.12

Hate Speech
The term hate speech generally encompasses both legally actionable and non-actionable forms of ex‐
pression on the Internet and social media platforms. This includes statements that defame, attack, or
incite violence or hatred against people. Such verbal attacks are often directed against vulnerable indi‐
viduals or groups and are, among other things, racist, antisemitic, and/or sexist. The statements are
guided by the notion that certain groups of people are worth less than others and that they should there‐
fore be denied rights. In addition to appearing as comments on social media, hate speech can also be
expressed through memes, images, or satire.
Sometimes hate speech is deliberately commissioned and people are paid to post certain comments to
spread ideologies. These people are referred to as “haters” or “trolls”. Statements can usually be identi‐
fied based on a similar structure or pattern they follow.
Source: n.A., Was ist Hate Speech?, Amadeu Antonio Foundation, n.d., https://www.amadeu-antonio-stiftung.de/digitale-zivilgesellschaft/was-isthate-speech/ (accessed January 07, 2022); n.A., Was ist Hate Speech?, Federal Agency for Civic Education (bpb), July 12, 2017, https://www.bpb.de/
252396/was-ist-hate-speech (accessed January 07, 2022).
–––––––––
9
Cyber Security Report 2021 Wahljahr 2021 – digitale Meinungsbildung ein Risiko, Deloitte Deutschland, 2021, 11, https://www2.deloitte
.com/content/dam/Deloitte/de/Documents/risk/Deloitte-Cyber-Security-Report-2021.pdf (accessed December 20, 2021).
10
Nic Newman et. al, Digital News Report 2021, Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, 2021, p. 80, https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox
.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2021-06/Digital_News_Report_2021_FINAL.pdf (accessed December 20, 2021).
11
Soroush Vosoughi, Deb Roy, and Sinan Aral, The Spread of True and False News Online, MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy Research
Brief, March 9, 2018, p. 2, https://ide.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/2017-IDE-Research-Brief-False-News.pdf (accessed December 20,
2021).
12
Katharina Breyer, Annika Holderried, Alessa Schmid, and Bela Mutschler, Social Media und der Einfluss auf die politische Meinungsbil‐
dung, Ereignishorizont Digitalisierung, June 30, 2019, https://ereignishorizont-digitalisierung.de/gesellschaftspolitik/social-media-und-dereinfluss-auf-die-politische-meinungsbildung/ (accessed December 20, 2021).
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The role influencers play in the formation of
opinion and political decision-making process is growing. They share or post political
content, make recommendations for whom to
vote, or even act on behalf of political par‐
ties. However, unlike news agencies, they are
usually not obliged to report independently,
nor are they required to check their informa‐
tion for accuracy or substantiate it. At the
same time, influencers enjoy a considerable
amount of trust among social media users.13
30 percent of 16- to 24-year-olds in the
United Kingdom (UK), the United States,
and Germany trust the recommendations of
an influencer on YouTube more than those of
a friend. Among 25- to 34-year-olds, the
amount totals 35 percent, and 32 percent
among 35- to 44-year-olds. This creates a
conscious or subconscious potential to share
one-sided information and spread disinfor‐
mation. At the same time, influencers can
contribute to containing this trend.

Since there is no professional designation for
influencers, it is diﬃcult to assess the exact
number of influencers working in Germany
and the industry they are active in. Most
studies are based on surveys and estimates.
The 2015 study “Markenempfehlungen in
sozialen Medien” (English: “Brand Recom‐
mendations in Social Media”) by the adver‐
tising agency webguerillas and the Macro‐
media University of Applied Sciences found
that among the 15.9 million online users in
Germany, who regularly advertise products
on social media, 4.6 million are considered
influencers.14
According to a representative survey (2018)
conducted on behalf of the business associa‐
tion Bitkom, one in five respondents (20 %)
follows an influencer. Among 14- to 29-yearolds, this applied to almost every second per‐
son (44 %).15

W:? ;6 7/ I/0123/435?
Opinion leaders and makers have always ex‐
isted. The Austrian – US-American sociolo‐
gist Paul Felix Lazarsfeld, for example, ex‐
amined the significance of opinion leaders in
a study published in 1944.16 He concluded
that they significantly influence the voting
decisions of their fellow citizens.17
The term opinion leadership expresses the
degree of influence one person has on an‐
other.18 In the 1960s and 1970s, media eﬀect
models such as the Two-Step Flow of Com‐

munication were developed in a further at‐
tempt to explain the concept of opinion lead‐
ership.19 During this time, the main focus
was on mass media, in particular print and
radio, from which content was broadcasted to
a rather passive part of society. Gradually,
television also became a mass media that
served the same purpose
However, the development and widespread
use of the Internet and the emergence of so‐
cial media fundamentally changed these dy‐

–––––––––
13
Realität im Influencer Marketing: TIKTOK und YouTube im Fokus, TAKUMI, May 2020, p. 5, https://takumi.com/wp-content/uploads/re‐
search/The-Realities-of-Influencer-Marketing-DE.pdf (accessed January 9, 2022).
14
Empfehlungen im Social Web: 4,6 Millionen sind ‘Influencer’, May 18, 2015, https://www.markenartikel-magazin.de/_rubric/detail.ph‐
p?rubric=marke-marketing&nr=17570&PHPSESSID=mt2abtme3mb7mh6nvsjkbg5j43 (accessed January 5, 2022).
15
Jeder Fünfte folgt Online-Stars in sozialen Netzwerken, Bitkom e.V., March 16, 2018, https://www.bitkom.org/Presse/Presseinformation/Je‐
der-Fuenfte-folgt-Online-Stars-in-sozialen-Netzwerken.html (accessed December 20, 2021).
16
Paul Felix Lazarsfeld, Bernard Berelson, and Hazel Gaudet, “The People’s Choice. How the Voter Makes Up his Mind in a Presidential
Campaign,” in Monika Taddicken (ed.), Schlüsselwerke der Medienforschung, Wiesbaden: Springer VS, 2016, pp. 25-36.
17
Katharina Breyer, Annika Holderried, Alessa Schmid, and Bela Mutschler, Social Media und der Einfluss auf die politische Meinungsbil‐
dung, Ereignishorizont Digitalisierung, June 30, 2019, https://ereignishorizont-digitalisierung.de/gesellschaftspolitik/social-media-und-dereinfluss-auf-die-politische-meinungsbildung/ (accessed December 20, 2021).
18
Gerd Brüne, Meinungsführerschaft im Konsumgütermarketing: Theoretischer Erklärungsansatz und empirische Überprüfung, Heidelberg:
Physica-Verlag, 1989, p. 12; Werner Kroeber-Riel and Peter Weinberg, Konsumentenverhalten, 8th, akt. and erg. Aufl., Munich: Franz Vahlen
Munich, 2003, p. 518; Everett M. Rogers and David G. Cartano, “Methods of Measuring Opinion Leadership,” in: Public Opinion Quarterly,
Art 26, No. 3, Fall 1962, p. 439.
19
Matthias Dressler and Gina Telle, “Theorien und Konzepte in der Meinungsführerforschung“, in: Meinungsführer in der interdisziplinären
Forschung: Bestandsaufnahme und kritische Würdigung, Wiesbaden: Gabler, 2009, pp. 52-163.
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namics. Today, social media enables every
citizen – to a much greater extent than in the
past – to express their own opinion, actively
shape the discourse, and influence debates.
The former “one-to-many” communication
of classic media thus evolved to a “many-tomany” discussion.20 This means that many
diverse participants communicate with each
other on social media platforms and supply
each other with information and news.

As a consequence, influencers and content
creators are more and more assuming the
function of former opinion leaders.21 They
are characterized by their considerable repu‐
tation among followers, a high level of attrib‐
uted credibility, frequent activity on social
media, as well as numerous followers, likes,
shares, subscribers, and downloads.

Influencers
Influencers – deriving from the verb “to influence” – are people who, due to their strong presence, rep‐
utation, and reach on social platforms, have a great influence on their “followers”. They “generate opin‐
ion”. Influencers publish content on their own accord at a high and regular frequency, thus evoking
social interactions. Such opinion makers can be journalists, professionals, or experts; YouTubers, Insta‐
grammers, celebrities, and politicians. In some cases, they may use their reach to promote products or
lifestyles via social media channels such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Snapchat, Twitter, or Tele‐
gram.
Source: (based on) Frank Deges, Influencer. Definition: Was ist „Influencer“?, in Gabler Wirtschaftslexikon, https://wirtschaftslexikon.gabler.de/
definition/influencer-100360 (accessed January 6, 2022).

W012 T4567 89 I:9;<6:=6>7 E@A72?
Influencers can be typologized in diﬀerent
ways. One way to distinguish them, for ex‐
ample, is according to the number of their
followers. Nano-influencers have approxi‐
mately 1,000 to 10,000 followers; micro-in‐
fluencers 10,000 to 100,000 followers. Indi‐
viduals with a range of 100,000 to one mil‐
lion followers are considered macro-influ‐
encers. Influencers with accounts that exceed
this number in followers are classified as
mega-influencers.22
However, since the number of followers can
easily be manipulated, the so-called “engage‐
ment rate” is often used as additional param‐
eter.23 Other possible typologies are based on
subdivisions according to target groups (e.g.

peer influencer, social influencer), motiva‐
tion (entertainer, expert, corporate ambas‐
sador), or values, topics, main platform, and
degree of professionalization.
A study by the Macromedia University of
Applied Sciences and the agency Territory
applies a typology that categorizes influ‐
encers based on their motives.24 The motives
are categorized as follows: the desire for at‐
tention, altruism, and empowerment, selfrevelation, money, and justice. Based on their
motives, influencers can be identified as ei‐
ther rationalists, extroverts, experts, idealists,
or storytellers.

–––––––––
20
Katharina Breyer, Annika Holderried, Alessa Schmid, and Bela Mutschler, Social Media und der Einfluss auf die politische Meinungsbil‐
dung, Ereignishorizont Digitalisierung, June 30, 2019, https://ereignishorizont-digitalisierung.de/gesellschaftspolitik/social-media-und-dereinfluss-auf-die-politische-meinungsbildung/ (accessed December 20, 2021).
21
Amelie Duckwitz, Influencer als digitale Meinungsführer: Wie Influencer in sozialen Medien den politischen Diskurs beeinflussen – und
welche Folgen das für die demokratische Öﬀentlichkeit hat, 2019, Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung Politische Akademie Medienpolitik, p. 3, https://
library.fes.de/pdf-files/akademie/15736-20200702.pdf (accessed January 13, 2022).
22
Hermann Litau, Mikro vs. Makro-Influencer? Wer ist eﬀektiver?, ALL:AIRT, June 1, 2020, https://allairt.com/insights/influencer-marketing/
mikro-vs-makro-influencer-wer-ist-eﬀektiver/ (accessed December 22, 2021).
23
Cf. ibid.
24
Influencer: Mehr Rationalisten als Idealisten, Territory, March 25, 2021, https://territory.de/influencer-mehr-rationalisten-als-idealisten/ (ac‐
cessed January 5, 2022).
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TOP 5 in Germany according to the ranking by Reachbird
(as of February 2022)

Instagram

TikTok

1. Toni Kroos – with a reach of 30.9 million
followers on Instagram, the soccer player is
one of the top influencers in Germany.

1. Younes Zarou – is a German web producer
and influencer and Germany’s widestreaching user of the TikTok platform with
44.2 million followers.

2. Lisa and Lena – the twins have 16.8 million
followers on Instagram.
3. Pia Wurtzbach – the model and actess has
13.3 million followers on Instagram.
4. Pamela Reif – is a web video producer and
influencer who is followed by 8.3 million
people on Instagram.

2. Christoph Brückner – the Austrian has 22.1
million followers on TikTok.
3. Avemoves – the dancer from Bremerhaven
has 15.4 million followers on TikTok.
4. Nic Kaufmann – the TikTok star has 14.2
million followers on TikTok.

5. Bianca Claßen – known for her lifestyle, fa‐
shion, and cosmetics videos, she has 7.8
million followers on Instragram.

5. Lisa and Lena – the twins have 13.6 million
followers on TikTok.

TOP 5 in the German politics context
according to the ranking by Focus

TOP 5 worldwide according to the
ranking by Inﬂuencer Packet Hub

1. Rezo – the YouTuber is followed by almost
1.6 million followers.

1. Christiano Ronaldo – the soccer star has
389 million followers on Instagram.

2. Louisa Dellert – she has 470,000 followers
on Instagram.

2. Selena Gomez – a total of 289 million fol‐
low the actress and singer on Instagram.

3. Diana zur Löwen – the influencer has over
one millio followers on Instagram.

3. Kylie Jenner – the reality TV star is fol‐
lowed by 301 million followers on Insta‐
gram.

(as of January 2022)

4. Julien Bam – is followed by a total of 5.75
million followers on YouTube.
5. Felix von der Laden – the YouTuber has
more than 3.2 million followers.

(as of January 2022)

4. Lionel Messi – the soccer star has over 300
million followers on Instagram.
5. Kendall Jenner – the model has more than
212 million followers on Instagram.

Sources: Reachbird, February 2022, https://www.reachbird.io/de/ (provided prior to the publication on January 13, 2022).
Werner Geyser, Top Instagram Influencer in 2022 I + kostenloses Suchwerkzeug. Influencer Marketing Hub, December14, 2021, https://influ‐
encermarketinghub.com/de/top-instagram-influencer/ (accessed January 13, 2022).
Sara Sievert. Diese Influencer (die meisten weiblich) könnten die nächste Bundestagswahl entscheiden. Focus Magazin Online. Politik Ressort,
February 14, 2020, https://www.focus.de/politik/deutschland/politik-diese-influencer-die-meisten-weiblich-koennten-die-naechste-bundestagswahlentscheiden_id_11639947.html (accessed January 13, 2022).
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Of the approximately 47,000 influencers sur‐
veyed worldwide, the rationalists represented
the largest group of influencers at just under
30 percent. They were primarily monetarily
motivated. Their preferred channels were In‐
stagram, TikTok, and YouTube. Extroverts
comprised the second largest group at just
under 23 percent. They were motivated by a
need for recognition and participation. Three
out of four extroverts said they sought to
share their experiences to support a product
they are satisfied with. Their preferred plat‐
forms tended to emphasize visual content
(Instagram, Snapchat, and Pinterest).
The third category which consists of experts
seemed to be the most relevant for political
communication. They made up just under 20
percent. Experts address the target group in a
similar fashion as political parties do. Over‐
all, 88 percent demonstrated their profes‐
sional expertise on the web, while 92 percent
of the experts also stated that they would like
to influence the general improvements of a
brand or product. Their preferred platforms
of communication were broad – ranging
from Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube to
LinkedIn. In comparison to the experts, the

fourth group of influencers, the idealists, de‐
fined themselves by their sense of responsi‐
bility. 92 percent of them sought to help
“good brands” succeed if they were con‐
vinced of their contents or products. Idealists
tried to bring about change out of conviction
and often addressed topics of social rele‐
vance. After Instagram, Twitch was their pre‐
ferred channel.
The impact of influencers heavily depends on
their authenticity.
Whether and how impactful an influencer is
depends on various factors, including au‐
thenticity. Another relevant factor is the qual‐
ity of the communicated content, according
to Hellenkemper.25 Equally important is the
individual’s reputation. Influencers often
have a large network in the scene and sur‐
round themselves with other reputable influ‐
encers that are active in the same industry.
Finally, the so-called “brand fit”, the influ‐
encer’s credibility in relation to the brand,
matters greatly.

I/0123/4356 7/ C95:95;<3 C9==2/74;<79/6
Influencers play a paramount role in the com‐
munication and marketing strategies of vari‐
ous companies.26
In this context, a distinction can be made be‐
tween “influencer marketing” and “influ‐
encer relations”.27 Influencers in marketing
are focused on engaging with a target group
in a profit-oriented manner. The strategy of
“influencer marketing” seeks to integrate a
product, brand, or company into the content
of a social media opinion leader. This strat‐
egy intends to positively influence the con‐
sumer behavior of the target group. Influ‐
encer marketing is thus focused on the sales
market.

“Influencer relations”, on the other hand, fol‐
low a stakeholder-approach. The aim here is
to foster long-term relationships with influ‐
encers to boost the image and reputation of a
company or to convey certain information
and opinions. Although influencer relations
are often advertised as purely idealistically
remunerated jobs, the influencers involved
are often monetarily compensated as well.
In both cases, corporate communications
witness a change in their modus operandi as
a result. Choosing to communicate through
influencers can be the key to unlocking the
door to the digital generation.

–––––––––
25
Mona Hellenkemper, „The Perfect Fit: Wie jedes Unternehmen passgenaue und hochwertige Influencer identifiziert”, in: Annika
Schach and Timo Lommatzsch (eds.), Influencer Relations: Marketing und PR mit digitalen Meinungsführern, Wiesbaden, Springer
Gabler, 2018, pp. 201 ff.
26
Annika Schach, Botschafter, Blogger, Influencer: Eine definitorische Einordnung aus der Perspektive der Public Relations, in: Timo Lom‐
matzsch (ed.), Influencer Relations: Marketing und PR mit digitalen Meinungsführern, Wiesbaden: Springer Gabler, 2018, pp. 27-47; Peter
J. Fries, Influencer-Marketing: Informationspflichten bei Werbung durch Meinungsführer in Social Media, Wiesbaden: Springer Vieweg, 2019,
p. 4.
27
Timo Lommatzsch, Begriffsklärung: Influencer Marketing vs. Influencer Relations, in Annika Schach and Timo Lommatzsch (eds.),
Influencer Relations: Marketing und PR mit digitalen Meinungsführern, Wiesbaden: Springer Gabler, 2018, pp. 23 ff.
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Influencers are no longer just brand ambas‐
sadors. They use their platforms more and
more for political purposes. A number of ini‐
tially rather apolitical influencers (e.g. from
the music, fashion, or beauty industry) now
likewise address topics such as sustainability,
climate protection, lifestyle issues, and/or so‐

cial justice. The shift from sharing content
with a mere entertainment to a politically
motivated purpose by numerous influencers
has contributed significantly to the emer‐
gence of a new dynamic on social media.

©Photo on Unsplash by Mika Baumeister
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Political parties in Germany discovered the
advantages of addressing younger voter
groups via social media platforms as early as
during the 2009 federal election campaign.
These platforms oﬀer low-threshold opportu‐
nities for participation and require a lower
degree of formalization than other means.
However, the results of online election cam‐
paign strategies were modest, as content was
not tailored in a fashion that appealed to di‐
verse groups of voters. Since then, the par‐
ties’ election campaigns on social media
platforms have expanded and been signifi‐
cantly professionalized.
Social media played a much greater role in
the 2021 German federal elections than in
the past, despite just under 40 percent of all
candidates having had professional social
media accounts on the major platforms.28
The growing importance of social media can
in part be attributed to the COVID-19 pan‐
demic.29 Due to existing contact and event re‐
strictions, many traditional formats, which
would have usually been held in person,
could not be carried out or were restricted.
This limited the opportunities for live discus‐
sion rounds, door-to-door campaigning, and
election parties. Large platforms, in particu‐
lar Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Tele‐
gram, were used as alternatives.
Social Media is gaining importance in electi‐
on campaigns.
A survey conducted by the Tagesspiegel to‐
gether with Democracy Reporting Interna‐
tional found that there were considerable
diﬀerences in the impact political parties
have oﬄine and online.30 The candidates of
the largest parties, for example, were not the
candidates with the highest number of fol‐
lowers on social media. While Christian

Linder, from the Free Democratic Party
(FDP), was in first place regarding the num‐
ber of followers on Instagram, the leading
candidate from the Christian Democratic
Union (CDU), Armin Laschet, only came in
fifth place. Jürgen Todenhöfer, founder of the
“Team Todenhöfer” party, which was listed
under “Others” on the ballot, had the most
followers of all the candidates on Face‐
book.31
One aspect that explains this phenomenon is
the diverging use of social platforms by
diﬀerent voter groups. While younger voters
increasingly use social media to inform
themselves, older voters tend to use tradi‐
tional media for this purpose.32 In addition,
the opinions of the users play a greater role
on social media. Social media oﬀers parties
the opportunities to target individuals and
groups more specifically and engage them in
respectively tailored discussions.
However, as the use of social media in‐
creases, so does the risk of abuse. In the pe‐
riod leading up to the 2017 German federal
election, for example, social bots were re‐
sponsible for up to 20 percent of messages on
Twitter concerning the election. Fake pro‐
files created a seemingly larger group of fol‐
lowers for the parties. A study from 2017
measured that 38 percent of followers of the
Christian Social Union party in Bavaria
(CSU) on Twitter had shared no information
or pictures of themselves, nor had posted any
tweets. This suggests that the respective ac‐
counts were likely fake. The figure in this re‐
gard totaled 36 percent for the FDP on Twit‐
ter, and 25 percent for the Alternative for
Germany (AfD).33
Comparable data on the 2021 election cam‐
paign is not yet available. It is, however, evi‐
dent that disinformation on social media
once again posed a significant problem.

–––––––––
28
Wie der Wahlkampf 2021 auf Social Media geführt wurde, Tagesspiegel and Democracy Reporting International, November 16, 2021, https:/
/interaktiv.tagesspiegel.de/lab/social-media-dashboard-bundestagswahl-2021/ (accessed January 9, 2022).
29
Vincent Hofmann and Matthias C. Kettemann (eds.), Plattformregulierung im Superwahljahr 2021: Ergebnisse rechtswissenschaftlicher,
sozialwissenschaftlicher und datenwissenschaftlicher Studien zu Parteien und Plattformen im Bundestagswahlkampf, in Arbeitspapiere des
Hans-Bredow-Institut, Projektergebnisse No. 61, December 2021, p. 6, https://leibniz-hbi.de/uploads/media/Publikationen/cms/media/
pt8756l_AP61Superwahljahr.pdf (accessed January 5, 2022).
30
Wie der Wahlkampf 2021 auf Social Media geführt wurde, Tagesspiegel and Democracy Reporting International, November 16, 2021, https:/
/interaktiv.tagesspiegel.de/lab/social-media-dashboard-bundestagswahl-2021/ (accessed January 9, 2022).
31
Cf. ibid.
32
Natalie Beisch and Wolfgang Koch, Aktuelle Aspekte der Internetnutzung in Deutschland: 25 Years of ARD/ZDF-Onlinestudie: Unterwegs‐
nutzung steigt wieder und Streaming/Mediatheken sind weiterhin Treiber des medialen Internets, in Media Perspektiven, October 2021, 491,
https://www.ard-zdf-onlinestudie.de/files/2021/Beisch_Koch.pdf (accessed January 7, 2022).
33
Digital Nachlese zur Bundestagswahl 2017, Grimme Lab, October 1, 2017, https://www.grimme-lab.de/2017/10/02/digitale-nachlese-zurbundestagswahl-2017/ (accessed January 9, 2022).
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The Institute for Strategic Dialogue exam‐
ined digital hate and disinformation cam‐
paigns directed against the three leading can‐
didates of the CDU/CSU, Social Democratic
Party (SPD) and The Greens party (Bündnis
90/Die Grünen) on Facebook and Telegram
in the run-up to the Bundestag (Germany’s
lower chamber of parliament) elections. The
study demonstrates that Annalena Baerbock
(Bündnis 90/Die Grünen) was exposed to
significantly more hostility and disinforma‐
tion campaigns than Olaf Scholz (SPD) and
Armin Laschet (CDU).34
The non-governmental organization AAVAZ
analyzed around 900 fact-checks from

Agence France-Presse (AFP), Deutsche
Presse-Agentur (dpa), and Correctiv from
January 1 to September 27, 2021, after the
Bundestag elections. While the authors of
the study found that most of the false news
related to the coronavirus, they also identi‐
fied over 90 disinformation narratives con‐
cerning German politicians. Annalena
Baerbock, the Greens’ candidate for chancel‐
lor, was in first place on the list of the top ten
politicians who were the main target of disin‐
formation. Overall, politicians from centrist
parties (The Greens (44%), CDU/CSU (36%)
and SPD (17%)) were particularly aﬀected by
disinformation.35

Social Bots
The term is derived from the abbreviation “bot” for robot and refers to computer programs that
administer certain actions. On social media platforms, they are often used to intensify debates, circulate
topics, spread disinformation, or fabricate a large number of users. Since it is diﬃcult to distinguish
them from regular users, they often succeed in achieving their goals. Bots can imitate the behavior of
regular users, such as following accounts, sending friend requests, posting, and commenting. Artificial
intelligence is not necessary for the bots to carry out such actions. They do not function in a selfdetermined manner, but act based on predefined chains of action. For this purpose, posts on social
platforms are automatically searched for keywords or hashtags. Certain keywords will activate the bot
to execute its programmed actions. While simple bots can only reproduce predefined posts, more
complex bots are able to compile individual statements from other posts.
Bots can make users mistakenly think that certain statements or individuals are receiving a lot of
support. However, it is diﬃcult to determine how many bots exist and how much influence they exert
on the process of forming political will.
Source: Federal Agency for Civic Education (bpb), Was sind Social Bots?, July14, 2017, https://www.bpb.de/252585/was-sind-social-bots (accessed
January 12, 2022).

©Photo on Unsplash by Timo Studler

–––––––––
34
Julia Smirnova, Hannah Winter, Nora Mathelemuse, Mauritius Dorn, and Helena Schwertheim, Digitale Gewalt und Desinformation gegen
Spitzenkandidat:innen vor der Bundestagswahl 2021, Institute for Strategic Dialogue, https://www.isdglobal.org/isd-publications/digitale-ge‐
walt-und-desinformation-gegen-spitzenkandidatinnen-vor-der-bundestagswahl-2021/ September 2021 (accessed February 2, 2022).
35
AAVAZ, Deutschlands Desinformations-Dilemma 2021, September 6, 2021, 2, https://avaazimages.avaaz.org/bundestagswahl_2021_final‐
_version.pdf (accessed January 9, 2022).
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In recent years, influencers have also become
important in the work of political parties.
The most prominent examples are the wellknown German YouTuber LeFloid, who in‐
terviewed Chancellor Merkel in 2015, fol‐
lowed by Lisa Sophie Laurent, Mirko
Drotschmann (“MrWissen2go”), Ishtar Isik,
and Alexander Böhm (“AlexiBexi”). They
also each interviewed Chancellor Merkel and
her political opponent Martin Schulz in the
run-up to the 2017 federal election.36
In the context of the 2019 European Parlia‐
ment elections, several German influencers
campaigned for higher voter turnout under
the hashtag “diesmalwähleich” (English :
“this time I am voting”), including influ‐
encers Diana zur Löwen and video producer
Alexander Böhm (“AlexiBexi”).37 During the
2021 German federal elections influencers
also reported on and directly or indirectly

shared voting recommendations. Influencer
Louisa Dellert mainly educated about topics
in the field of sustainability, feminism, and
environmentally conscious living on Insta‐
gram and YouTube, while YouTuber Marvin
Neumann presented alternatives to the major
parties.38 There were no major oﬃcial inter‐
view formats between influencers and poten‐
tial chancellor candidates during the 2021
federal election campaign. However, the in‐
fluencer Fabian Walter (“Steuerfabi”) con‐
ducted an interview with Christian Lindner,
the FDP’s leading candidate.39
The disruptive power of influencers became
particularly evident in a video that YouTuber
Rezo published in May 2019, just days be‐
fore the European elections. The video was
titled “Die Zerstörung der CDU” (English:
“The Destruction of the CDU”). His state‐
ments on the unfulfilled promises of estab‐
lished parties concerning topics such as so‐
cial justice, climate change, technology pol‐
icy, and Germany’s role in NATO struck a
nerve among young German voters.40 The
video, which was viewed more than 19 mil‐
lion times, triggered a crisis within the CDU
and sparked an intense debate about the role
of influencers in elections. It also called the
degree of professionalization of political
oﬃceholders and elected oﬃcials regarding
their communication strategies on social
platforms into question.41
With the importance of influencers in the
digital information ecosystem growing, so
does their ethical and social responsibility.
This responsibility reaches far beyond mere
purchase and product recommendations.

–––––––––
36
Amelie Duckwitz, Influencer als digitale Meinungsführer: Wie Influencer in sozialen Medien den politischen Diskurs beeinflussen – und
welche Folgen das für die demokratische Öﬀentlichkeit hat, Bonn: Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, 2019, p. 4, https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/akade‐
mie/15736-20200702.pdf (accessed on January 12, 2022).
37
Amelie Duckwitz, Influencer als digitale Meinungsführer: Wie Influencer in sozialen Medien den politischen Diskurs beeinflussen – und
welche Folgen das für die demokratische Öﬀentlichkeit hat, Bonn: Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, 2019, p. 4, https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/akade‐
mie/15736-20200702.pdf (accessed on January 12, 2022).
38
Cf. ibid.
39
Lukas Gottschick, Fabian Walter aka. Steuerfabi live with Christian Lindner, bank-verbindung.de, May 19, 2021, https://www.bankverbindung.de/2021/05/19/fabian-walter-aka-steuerfabi-live-mit-christian-lindner/ (accessed January 17, 2022).
40
Jesse Lehrke and Finn Klebe, Election Monitor Germany 2021 – Research Brief #3, September 2021, Democracy Reporting International,
https://democracy-reporting.org/en/oﬃce/EU/news/election-monitor-germany-2021-research-brief-3 (accessed January 5, 2022).
41
Valentin Dander, “Generation Youtube: Die Zerstörung der Politik oder die Fortsetzung von Politik mit anderen Mitteln”, in: Medienimpulse,
Art 57, No. 3, September 2019, 85, https://www.uibk.ac.at/iup/buch_pdfs/jugendliche_mediennutzung/10.1520399106-014-7-10.pdf (acces‐
sed January 5, 2022).
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The potential interference in the 2016 U.S.
elections initiated a debate in society about
social media and the phenomenon of disin‐
formation. It played a significant role, both in
Germany as well as in the EU in the run-up
to the 2017 Bundestag and the 2019 Euro‐
pean elections. The fear that disinformation
would harm both election processes did not
manifest itself. However, it became apparent
that existing regulations and laws were no
longer adequate to suit the needs of the digi‐
tal age.42

This realization resulted in a gradual modifi‐
cation of existing laws as well as new initia‐
tives being launched at the German and Eu‐
ropean level. These can be diﬀerentiated ac‐
cording to the addressee, meaning either a) a
legal person, for example an influencer, or b)
a tele-media service provider or an online
platform. Regarding combating disinforma‐
tion, a law in the case of a) could determine
whether an influencer must check their own
posts for truthfulness, while in the case of b)
a platform could be obliged to inspect the
content of the influencer for its truthfulness.

R<36A0DC57 5F I7FA6<71<4G
Society perceives influencers as a profes‐
sional group. Being an influencer, however,
is not considered a profession in legal terms.
They are, therefore, not subject to any profes‐
sion-related regulations. Despite their am‐
biguous professional distinction, there are at
least three fundamental rulings concerning
influencer marketing, which require influ‐
encers identify advertising on social plat‐
forms.43 In the case of combating disinforma‐
tion, however, influencers continue to derive
regulatory obligations from overarching leg‐
islation, such as the Interstate Broadcasting
Treaty (RStV) or its successor, the Medien‐
staatsvertrag (MStV, English: “Interstate
Media Treaty”). The latter has been in force
since November 7, 2020.
Under the new MStV regulation, individuals
who work in the journalistic-editorial field
must follow due diligence when reporting
regularly or on political news (according to
Article 19 of the MStV).44 This includes in‐

specting news for its origin, content, and
truth. In this context, freedom of the press
and of expression must be weighed against
the right to privacy. Compliance with the
regulation is monitored by the Landesmedi‐
enanstalten, the media authorities of the fed‐
eral states. They have the authority to issue
warnings, impose fines and, if necessary, pre‐
vent the dissemination of false information.45
Publishing political contributions regularly
requires influencers to practice due diligence.
What amount of frequent activity constitutes
the term “regularly” in this framework, re‐
mains to be assessed individually and thus
often unclear.46 Moreover, the term journalist
is not protected legally in Germany and
therefore remains a matter of interpretation.

–––––––––
42
Vincent Hofmann and Matthias C. Kettemann (eds.), “Plattformregulierung im Superwahljahr 2021: Ergebnisse rechtswissenschaftlicher,
sozialwissenschaftlicher und datenwissenschaftlicher Studien zu Parteien und Plattformen im Bundestagswahlkampf”, in: Arbeitspapiere of the
Hans Bredow Institute, Project Results No. 61, December 2021, p. 8, https://leibniz-hbi.de/uploads/media/Publikationen/cms/media/
pt8756l_AP61Superwahljahr.pdf (accessed January 5, 2022).
43
Press Release No. 170 / 2021: Bundesgerichtshof zur Pflicht von Influencerinnen, ihre Instagram-Beiträge als Werbung zu kennzeichnen,
Federal Court of Justice, September 9, 2021, https://www.bundesgerichtshof.de/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/DE/2021/2021170.html (ac‐
cessed January 05, 2022).
44
Staatsvertrag zur Modernisierung der Medienordnung in Deutschland, April 14, 2020, 19 (formerly Section19 of the Interstate Broadcasting
Treaty), https://www.rlp.de/fileadmin/rlp-stk/pdf-Dateien/Medienpolitik/Medienstaatsvertrag.pdf (accessed January 5, 2022).
45
Frederik Ferreau, Neue Regeln für Online-Medien: Liebesgrüße von der Medienaufsicht, Legal Tribune Online, February 25, 2021, https://
www.lto.de/recht/hintergruende/h/online-medien-aufsicht-hinweisschreiben-medienanstalten-presserat-medienstaatsvertrag-verfassungsrecht/
(accessed January 5, 2022).
46
Eva Flecken, Gergana Baeva, and Francesca Sotter, Transparenz als Mittel gegen die digitale Verbreitung von Desinformation, Bundeszen‐
trale für politische Bildung, September 1, 2021, https://www.bpb.de/gesellschaft/digitales/digitale-desinformation/339539/transparenz-alsmittel-gegen-die-digitale-verbreitung-von-desinformation (accessed January 5, 2022).
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Unlike in the case of influencers, specific
laws and initiatives already apply to plat‐
forms to combat and curb disinformation.

F0?0;43 L0A03
The Network Enforcement Act (NetzDG)
aims to enforce legal requirements for social
media and enables the removal of legally ac‐
tionable content.47 The regulation states that
operators of social platforms must remove
“clearly illicit content” within 24 hours of its
disclosure (illicit content after seven days).
In addition, platforms must provide users
with applications that allow them to file com‐
plaints and must issue regular reports on
their activities concerning the removal of
content.48 Platforms are only obliged to re‐
move criminal oﬀenses that fall under Article
1 (3) of the NetzDG, such as the dissemina‐
tion of symbols aﬃliated with anti-constitu‐
tional organizations. The ruling often does
not apply to disinformation.49
The MStV has expanded the responsibilities
of platforms. Platforms are obliged to ensure
equal opportunity for communication in the
media landscape. This requirement includes
the disclosure of the platforms’ algorithms
and prohibits baseless discrimination of indi‐
vidual content. Another requirement imposes
the flagging of social bots.50 These steps seek
©Photo on Unsplash by Kristijan Arsov

to prevent disinformation from crowding out
other forms of news reporting.
Since February 2022, the reformed NetzDG
also requires the prosecution of legally ac‐
tionable content on the Internet and social
media. Social media platforms are obliged to
not only remove such content, but also to re‐
port it to the public authorities. On February
1, 2022, the Zentrale Meldestelle für straf‐
bare Inhalte im Internet (ZMI) at the Federal
Criminal Police Oﬃce (BKA) began its
work. The ZMI’s aim is to enable the law en‐
forcement authorities to prosecute the au‐
thors and distributors of legally actionable
content more eﬀectively on the Internet and
social media. In the future, social networks
must report posts that incite hatred. The same
applies to unconstitutional symbols such as
the swastika. Until now, criminal content
only had to be deleted from the platforms.
Now users can report such content them‐
selves. If the social networks consider this
content to be criminal, it must be reported
with the ZMI. According to a BKA spokesperson, 150,000 new criminal cases are ex‐
pected each year.51

–––––––––
47
Vincent Hofmann and Matthias C. Kettemann (eds.), Plattformregulierung im Superwahljahr 2021: Ergebnisse rechtswissenschaftlicher,
sozialwissenschaftlicher und datenwissenschaftlicher Studien zu Parteien und Plattformen im Bundestagswahlkampf, in: Working Papers of
the Hans Bredow Institute, Project Results No. 61, December 2021, p. 10, https://leibniz-hbi.de/uploads/media/Publikationen/cms/media/
pt8756l_AP61Superwahljahr.pdf (accessed January 5, 2022).
48
Gesetz zur Verbesserung der Rechtsdurchsetzung in sozialen Netzwerken (Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz - NetzDG), Federal Ministry of
Justice and Consumer Protection, September 1, 2017, https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/netzdg/BJNR335210017.html (accessed January 5,
2022).
49
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One of the European Commission’s flagship
projects is the legislative package consisting
of the Digital Services Act and the Digital
Markets Act. They are not expected to be en‐
forced before 2023, as the ordinary legisla‐
tive procedure is currently still underway.
Both acts seek to regulate large platforms
(also known as “gatekeepers”) more closely.
While the Digital Markets Act (DMA) is pri‐
marily intended to restrict gatekeepers from
exercising their power excessively and thus
has no direct relevance to the issue of disin‐
formation, the Digital Services Act (DSA)
focuses on secure and trustworthy communi‐
cation online. The DSA portrays clear paral‐
lels to the NetzDG. Although consideration
was given to making platforms liable for ille‐
gal content, they only must provide an appli‐
cation for their users to issue complaints and
process these promptly. Gatekeepers with a
reach of at least 45 million users per month
are considered to play a particularly impor‐
tant role in shaping public opinion, which is
why they are subject to stricter rules, for ex‐
ample in the form of an annual audit.52
Although the DSA is generally seen as an
ambitious approach to improving digital
communication, disinformation does not
stand at the core of its framework. It is only
covered in cases in which it falls under the
definition of illegal content.53
The topic of disinformation is addressed pri‐
marily by the European Democracy Action
Plan (EDAP). The EDAP is a framework
project of the European Commission (pre‐
sented in 2020) and contains concrete mea‐
sures to strengthen the resilience of the state

and society. The project seeks to protect elec‐
tions, expand media freedom, and combat
disinformation. In particular, the 2018 EU
Code of Practice on Disinformation for on‐
line platforms and other actors is to be ex‐
panded.54 This Code is a voluntary instru‐
ment that online platforms have committed
to comply with since 2018 and to report to
the European Commission on a monthly ba‐
sis. However, after reviewing its implemen‐
tation in 2020, it appeared to be largely in‐
eﬀective due to its voluntary character. For
this reason, the EDAP is committed to im‐
prove, specify, and monitor the rules more
closely. The Commission published guide‐
lines for this purpose in May 2021.55
In addition to regulatory measures, there are
numerous campaigns and initiatives at both
the federal and European level. Examples of
such include the funding of research projects
on disinformation, technical tools that serve
as fact checkers, and institutions such as the
Social Observatory for Disinformation and
Social Media Analysis (SOMA).56
Although the new or amended regulations
and measures are generally viewed posi‐
tively, stakeholders repeatedly question the
means and their eﬀectiveness. Points of criti‐
cism include the rather weak authorization
power of state media authorities and the nar‐
row focus on content that is considered
legally actionable under criminal law. The
primary aim of mostly targeting foreign
sources of disinformation has also been criti‐
cized.57 Problems are also repeatedly caused
by gray areas and room for interpretation
concerning definitions, such as the question
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of whether a messenger service is simultane‐
ously to be considered a platform. Telegram,
for example, has frequently argued that it did
not have to comply with the NetzDG for pre‐
cisely this purpose.58
In particular, the question of how to deal with
disinformation that does not qualify as
legally actionable content remains unan‐
swered in regulatory terms. The idea of im‐
pelling platforms or federal agencies to re‐
move such content is disputed. The main rea‐
son of concern is the possible disproportion‐
ate restriction of freedom of expression by
platforms or federal agencies through the
possibly arbitrary removal of content. In con‐
sideration of this concern, the German fed‐
eral government as well as the Vice President
of the European Commission, Věra Jourová,
have opposed such measures.59 Many stake‐
holders are also critical of a compulsory use

of clear names, which would oblige users to
showcase one’s identity on social media plat‐
forms. While such a measure would tackle
lacking accountability for actionable state‐
ments through anonymity, various actors
strongly criticize such an act as an infringe‐
ment on the freedom of expression.60
In cases where disinformation does not ex‐
plicitly constitute illegal content, grey zones
continue to exist, and regulation will remain
a balancing act regarding an individual’s
right to freedom of expression. There is,
however, a political consensus both in Ger‐
many and at the level of the EU that addi‐
tional measures are needed to combat disin‐
formation. Whether the revised European
Code of Practice can achieve a greater im‐
pact remains to be seen.
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According to its Coalition Agreement “Mehr
Fortschritt Wagen” (English: “Daring More
Progress”), digitalization is one of the prior‐
ity areas of the newly formed German gov‐
ernment. The new Coalition wants to ensure
that the Digital Service Act, Digital Markets
Act, and Media Freedom Act reflect plural‐
ism and diversity, and ensure state-indepen‐
dent media supervision and regulation.61 It
also intends to modernize strategic commu‐
nication in the European network, particu‐
larly in the areas of analysis and social media
monitoring.62 The Coalition seeks to combat
hate speech, disinformation, and to support
Europe-wide measures against the restric‐
tions of civil liberties, such as abusive law‐
suits.63 Enabling Europe’s liberal democra‐
cies to better fend oﬀ disinformation cam‐
paigns and manipulation from within and
outside the country is another objective.64

The coalition government also emphasizes
the indispensable role of free and indepen‐
dent media in a democracy.65
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Promoting democracy, media literacy, and strengthening citizens’ trust are central elements in
the fight against disinformation, discrimination, hate speech, and conspiracy ideologies on the
Internet. For this purpose and for the purpose of raising awareness in society, the following
conclusions serve as recommendations to the new federal government.

Effectively implementing the Coalition Agreement of the new German
government regarding disinformation and hate speech
The objectives of the coalition agreement should be implemented consistently and
sustainably to strengthen the trust of citizens in the state, the political system, polit‐
ical institutions, processes, oﬃcials, representatives, and the media. This can only
be achieved by involving all stakeholders.

Raising awareness among politicians and political decision-makers
for their own role and multiplier effect online
When politicians and political decision-makers have an online and social media
presence, they take on a function comparable to that of influencers. Their appear‐
ance can, like that of influencers, have a multiplier eﬀect. It causes reactions and
influences the behavior and interaction of users on the Internet and social media
platforms. Raising awareness among political decision-makers and promoting their
media and digital literacy skills is crucial to promote citizens’ trust. As such, it is
also important to increase the number of social media experts in public authorities
and in the Bundestag.

Modernizing the digital communication strategy of the federal
government
Disenchantment with and distrust in politics are becoming more and more common.
These grievances allow citizens to be more receptive to alleged alternative informa‐
tion and solution providers. Better communicating and explaining political points
of view and decisions could significantly counteract such tendencies in society. The
communication strategy of the German government and political oﬃcials should be
adapted accordingly. Among other things, content on social media should be de‐
signed in a fashion that is more focused on the target group and should employ var‐
ious digital tools, such as texts, sharepics, videos, etc., more strategically.

Bundling and optimizing existing resources for media literacy through
a superordinate entity
Fighting disinformation is currently a highly decentralized process that takes place
through numerous channels lacking an overarching coordinating body. Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), foundations, and the Federal Agency for
Civic Education (bpb) are developing promising concepts and strategies for pro‐
moting media literacy. Bundling, coordinating, and optimizing their eﬀorts in a
Federal Agency for Digital Education would significantly advance the fight against
disinformation.
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Reducing “gray zone content“ by fostering awareness
Besides legislators and companies, an equally large responsibility lies with citizens
themselves. Fostering a discourse to raise awareness about “gray zone content”
would contribute to making the digital sphere a safer place for all.

More effective regulation of social media platforms to combat
misinformation and hate speech
With the influence of social media platforms growing, so does the necessity to regulate them to curb the dissemination of disinformation and hate speech. The Digital
Services Act would be a step in the right direction. As such, reporting illegal content
to network operators must be simplified. Individuals who are sanctioned must be
given a right of objection. Social media platforms should disclose the rules they use
for fact-checking and provide more information about content moderation processes. Additionally, more transparency should be achieved regarding algorithms
and the flagging of advertising. Many of these measures can and should be regulated at the EU level. Despite the individual member states’ responsibility to precisely define the limits of freedom of expression, Europe should not become a
patchwork project in this regard.
In general, regulations should always be up to date, proportionate, and must therefore always be adapted to the rapidly changing environment. To avoid certain platforms not fitting into the rules, or that laws must be formulated specifically, there
should not be a monolithic definition for all platforms. Instead, rules should be developed for functionalities. For future regulatory processes, greater use should be
made of the expertise of influencers and social media platforms.

Creating platform councils which represent the civil society
Civil society should be more involved in determining whether and why certain con‐
tent is to be considered harmful or inappropriate. Platform councils should be cre‐
ated along the lines of the broadcasting councils of the public broadcasting compa‐
nies in Germany. While their specific role and objectives need to be determined
carefully, they could serve as a useful civil society instrument. They could, further‐
more, teach and promote cross-generational media literacy.

Discussing possibilities of a public social media platform, regulated
under public law
In addition to the various existing social media platforms operated by private com‐
panies, the creation of state-run alternatives regulated under public law should be
discussed. The state and its organs would have more regulatory power to ensure an
open and democratic social interaction. The truthfulness of information would be
greater in this case, even though – historically speaking – the creation of platforms
regulated by public-law is disputed.
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Curbing hate speech and identity theft
Far too often, users of social media platforms become victims of hate speech, dis‐
crimination, and identity theft. Platform providers are often helpless in the face of
these occurrences. The introduction of clear-cut recommendations for action and
financial support for smaller platforms could solve this issue.

Creating a regulatory body to monitor disinformation
Creating a regulatory body to monitor disinformation and its dissemination would
provide a new and more comprehensive perspective on and understanding of the
spread of misinformation and its reach.
Expanding public broadcasters’ online media libraries and commissioning studies
on the current state of digitization could underpin ongoing debates with facts and
information and create a better basis for discussion.

Creating a government agency for the monitoring of foreign
disinformation
France can be considered a best practice example in the fight against disinformation
from abroad.66 The French agency is intended to combat foreign disinformation
aimed at undermining state structures, their reputation, and trustworthiness. The
creation of a comparable institution in Germany would similarly provide a remedy
against (potential) external attacks from third countries. Following the French
model, the designated organization should carry out monitoring tasks. Additionally,
it should seek to analyze, improve, and recommend technologies for combating dis‐
information.

Introduction of a traﬃc light system to indicate the transparency of
platform providers
Platform providers should be encouraged to increase transparency for users by, for
example, developing a traﬃc light system to identify disinformation and question‐
able content more easily.

Strengthening media literacy
Media literacy is important for all age groups, but younger generations, in particu‐
lar, need to acquire more skills in this area. Media literacy should be introduced as
a separate school subject starting at elementary school. The Federal Ministry of Ed‐
ucation and Research (BMBF), as part of the Standing Conference of the Ministers
of Education and Cultural Aﬀairs (Kultusministerkonferenz), has a leading role to
play here. Additionally, these steps should be accompanied by a training of teach‐
ers. The creation of the Federal Agency for Digital Education would therefore be an
important step in the right direction for society.

Strengthening of the European External Action Service
The fragmented network of 27 national agencies against disinformation weakens
the battle against disinformation significantly. This should be remedied by strength‐
ening the European External Action Service.
–––––––––
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Social media platforms have been making
their own eﬀorts to prevent disinformation
within their networks, launching a myriad of
projects and voluntary measures.
A central means of identifying the accuracy
of a statement for users is fact-checking. Fact
checkers use predefined research methods to
analyze user posts by examining the original
content and its context to determine whether
the post in question reflects these correctly.
As such, not only the content of a post mat‐
ters, but also its context, tone, and spelling.
This way, users can be made aware of disin‐
formation and, simultaneously, identify
which posts are trustworthy.
©Photo on Unsplash by The Climate Reality Project

Corporations such as Meta, which owns
Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp, as
well as Twitter, have collaborated with fact
checkers in the run-up to the 2021 German
federal election. Meta cooperates with the
fact-checking editorial team of the global

news agency Agence France-Presse (AFP),
as well as with the German Federal Agency
for Civic Education and several other media
companies, including “Correctiv”. Twitter
collaborated with Reuters and the Associated
Press for the same purpose. From April
2022, dpa will oversee the news posted on
Facebook News.
Such collaborations are intended to help
identify and flag false information more
quickly.67 However, the evaluation criteria,
which in part require subjective considera‐
tion by fact-checkers, as well as diﬀerent le‐
gal situations in the various countries of the
EU, are challenging. Experts also remain
concerned about a possible restriction of
freedom of opinion and expression.68
Platforms also provide more and more infor‐
mation and links to trustworthy information
sites.69 This allows users to put information
in context. Often, the information is also
adapted to older or younger users and is
available in diﬀerent formats, such as articles
or videos.70 These methods are used, among
others, on social media platforms of Meta,
Twitter, and YouTube. In addition, there are
often proactive information pages on socially
relevant topics, such as Facebook’s
“COVID-19 Information Center”. Similarly,
Google, Bing, and Instagram display oﬃcial
information pages first for certain search
terms, such as the webpage of the Federal
Ministry of Health when searching for the
term health. Certain pages are therefore pri‐
oritized.
Other measures include preventing chain
messages from being forwarded on messen‐
ger services or flagging funding campaigns.
Another instrument is the provision of
anonymized data for research purposes.
Platforms sometimes go as far as blocking
accounts of individuals or institutions, tem‐
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porarily or indefinitely, if they are found to
spread disinformation and violate user guide‐
lines. One prominent example of such a case
occurred in January 2022, when YouTube
temporarily blocked the channel #allesauf‐
dentisch, a controversial campaign that was
initiated, among others, by German actor
Oliver Bruch. The campaign mainly featured
artists who expressed doubts about
COVID-19 and the eﬃcacy of existing mea‐
sures.71 Citing the violation of the platform’s
medical misinformation policy, the channel
was blocked for a week. Twitter took similar

action in January 2022 against US-Republi‐
can politician Marjorie Taylor Greene, who
was permanently suspended from the plat‐
form after several warnings for spreading
misinformation.72
Closed groups within social platforms con‐
tinue to be a general problem. Due to the fre‐
quently used end-to-end encryption on mes‐
senger services, introduced in favor of better
data protection, moderating content is im‐
possible.73
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A further measure is the compulsory use of
one’s own name on platforms – e.g. compul‐
sory clear names. Proponents argue that this
would increase the user’s sense of responsi‐
bility and consequently reduce the spread of
disinformation and hate speech. On the other
hand, it could entail a possible restriction of
the freedom of expression. Meta already re‐
quires users to use their real names on Face‐
book, a provision that is incorporated in its
terms of use. So far Meta is the only major
platform that employs this measure.74 Due to
their controversial nature, clear names have
not yet been enforced by regulation at either
the German or the European level.75

Under the German Telemedia Act, providers
are obliged to oﬀer the use of their services
“anonymously or under a pseudonym, to
such a degree as it is technically possible and
reasonable”. However, since May 2018 a
new data privacy act has been in place at the
EU-level that explicitly does not contain such
a provision. At the end of January 2022, the
Federal Court of Justice (BGH) ruled that
users must disclose their real name to Face‐
book but can subsequently use a pseudonym.
This ruling only applies to contracts that
were concluded with Facebook before the
EU’s new General Data Protection Regula‐
tion was enforced in May 2018 though.
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Influencers share personal views, experi‐
ences, and insights into their own lives, thus
influencing the perception of others. They
also use their platform to market products.
Accordingly, some social media platforms
have launched initiatives that seek to guide
influencers toward taking greater responsi‐
bility (see also the following chapter). One
such example is the joint campaign by Face‐
book Australia and First Draft, which
launched the “Don’t be a Mis-Influencer”
campaign in 2021.76 Together, they provide
influencers with so-called “Protect Your
Voice” toolkits, which include resources and
guidance to identify and curb disinformation.
Facebook’s advertising channels strategi‐
cally display the information to influencers.
Influencers are also encouraged to educate
their users by sharing the tips from the toolkit
with them. The campaign is oﬃcially sup‐
ported by Abbie Chatfield, a well-known
Australian influencer with around 400.000
followers on Instagram.77
Platforms not only educate influencers about
disinformation, but also cooperate with them
to raise awareness among their followers.
One example of such a collaboration is the
#NichtEgal campaign, a joint initiative of
YouTube and the German Association for
Voluntary Self-Regulation of Digital Media
Service Providers (FSM e.V.), klicksafe,

medienblau, and Digitale Helden. Within the
framework of the campaign, YouTube influ‐
encers such as Abdel, die datteltäter, Diana
zur Löwen, Mrs. Bella, MrWissen2Go, and
Emrah helped train groups of schoolchildren
to become young media experts in 2017 and
2018.78
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Many civil society actors also contribute to
combating disinformation on social plat‐
forms, including counseling centers such as
“HateAid”. They oﬀer counseling services
and help with pressing criminal and civil
charges against all forms of hate speech on
the Internet.
The group and campaign “ichbinhier” (En‐
glish: “I am here”), founded in 2016, advo‐
cates against hate speech online and calls on

users to argue in an objective manner against
hate speech in comment columns.79
Although social media platforms and other
actors are implementing a variety of mea‐
sures to combat disinformation, it continues
to be a major issue in the digital space. Thus,
more needs to be done.
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Formulating guidelines and providing training for inﬂuencers
Influencers should not be given the sole responsibility of preventing and exposing
disinformation, hate speech, and conspiracy theories online. Platforms should pro‐
vide them with concrete ethical guidelines and training. Especially for social media
sites that are heavily frequented by young people, attaining media literacy skills and
learning responsible online behavior is essential.

Acting consistently and punishing the breaking of rules regarding
disinformation and hate speech
As soon as concrete guidelines have been produced, it is paramount that they are
followed consistently. Platforms should, consequently, impose fines and/or block
users who do not adhere to the rules.

Editing algorithms – defeating bias
Platforms rarely address the accelerator of polarizing content – algorithms. To be
able to participate in discourses in democratic societies, people must be confronted
with diﬀerent opinions. Social media platforms must therefore increasingly focus
on the impact of algorithms.

Constructively addressing gaps in the law
The current legislative proposals have weaknesses in terms of assigning responsi‐
bility. Social media platforms should more actively engage with governments and
oﬀer their support and expertise to communicate problems and vulnerabilities.

Establishing a stricter and more transparent approach to younger age
groups
On Telegram, extremist group chats can be accessed with just one click of the “join”
button. TikTok merely requires users to enter their date of birth to view content
intended for an audience of the age 16 and over.80 For younger users to learn how to
contextualize and reflect on topics, social media platforms need to ensure that users
can only open content that they can be trusted with. The profile of users should be
verified and should exclusively be fed with highly transparent content.

Involving inﬂuencers more systematically
Social media platforms should be aware of the role, function, and dimensions influ‐
encers have in exerting influence on users. Accordingly, social media platforms
should involve influencers more systematically in their strategies against disinfor‐
mation and jointly search for the respective solutions. Social media platforms
should additionally set up direct contact options for influencers with a substantial
platform (e.g. with 100,000 followers or more).
–––––––––

Madleen Gafert, TH!NK ABOUT IT #7 – Soziale Medien und ihre Verantwortung, Leipzig School of Media, March 16, 2021, https://www
.leipzigschoolofmedia.de/blog/think-social-media-verantwortung (accessed December 20, 2021).
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Influencers increasingly take on the role of
agenda-setters and information providers on
social media platforms. Their growing im‐
portance is accompanied by greater ethical
and social responsibility, which often goes
far beyond mere purchase and product rec‐
ommendations. Influencers combine the
functions of traditional media organizations,
exert influence on their audience in the same
fashion as opinion leaders, and, just like con‐
tractors operating in the function of creative
agencies, produce content for third parties.
For media professionals and journalists,
there are guidelines for ethical behavior that
have evolved over decades, such as the Ger‐
man Press Code. Influencers, on the other
hand, often operate in a regulatory gray area.
In a time when disinformation, hate speech,
and conspiracy theories have serious conse‐
quences for social interaction, influencers
can eﬀectively use their enormous reach to
raise awareness about grievances and make a
lasting contribution to upholding fundamen‐
tal democratic values.
The impact influencers have can be mea‐
sured. In a survey of consumers in the United
States, Germany and the United Kingdom,
28 percent of respondents claimed to trust in‐
fluencers on YouTube. On Instagram, the fig‐
ure totaled 22 percent, and on TikTok 15 per‐
cent. 38 percent of 16- to 34-year-olds state
to trust the respective influencers on the plat‐
form more than a celebrity.81 The survey
shows that as many as 30 percent of 16- to
24-year-olds and 35 percent of 25- to 34year-olds even trust the recommendations of
an influencer on YouTube more than those of
a friend.82
A study by Wavemaker looked at the eﬀects
of this established trust, particularly for
young people. The study interviewed follow‐
ers of influencers between the ages of 11 and

23.83 The survey shows that influencers oﬀer
their fans inspiration and motivation, but si‐
multaneously can cause feelings of fear,
envy, self-doubt, and peer pressure among
young people.84 The opportunity to exert
both positive and negative influence on
young people brings about a special respon‐
sibility for influencers.85
Some influencers are already assuming re‐
sponsibility by actively discussing such is‐
sues in their posts and, for example, by point‐
ing out and publicly condemning hate speech
in their comment columns. Many influencers
are also strategically using their reach to
raise awareness about certain social projects
against hate speech. Examples of such in‐
clude the campaign “BITTE WAS?! Kontern
gegen Fake & Hass” (English: “Say What?!
How to Counter Fake & Hate”) by the
Baden-Württemberg State Media Center in
cooperation with various influencers, namely
Alexander Straub, Julien Bam, and Mirko
Drotschmann (MrWissen2go). Other exam‐
ples are the #NichtEgal campaign by
YouTube and FSM e.V. with influencers such
as Diana zur Löwen and Nina Kutschera
(DieseNina), as well as the Telekom cam‐
paign “Against Hate on the Internet” with
YouTuber Florian Diedrich (LeFLoid). All
the campaigns are supported by one or more
influencers who advocate for them through
their name and reach.

–––––––––
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Realität im Influencer Marketing: TIKTOK und YouTube im Fokus, TAKUMI, May 2020, 5, https://takumi.com/wp-content/uploads/re‐
search/The-Realities-of-Influencer-Marketing-DE.pdf (accessed January 9, 2022).
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Frauke Schobelt, Einfluss von Influencern kann zu Realitätsverlust führen, w&v, October 25, 2018, https://www.wuv.de/marketing/einfluss‐
_von_influencern_kann_zu_realitaetsverlust_fuehren (accessed January 17, 2022).
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Karoline Helbig, Erfolgreiche Agenda-Setter: Influencer und ihr Potenzial politischer Einflussnahme, Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin für Sozi‐
alforschung, WZB, https://www.wzb.eu/de/publikationen/wzb-mitteilungen/polarisierung-und-gesellschaft/erfolgreiche-agenda-setter (acces‐
sed January 12, 2022).
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Projects that target disinformation specifi‐
cally are somewhat less common, but there
are several examples of these as well. The
Vodafone Foundation, for instance, part‐
nered with the educational initiative MESH
Collective to launch the campaign
#TrueStory, which seeks to especially raise
awareness about disinformation among
young people. Influencers with a wide reach
on YouTube, Instagram, and TikTok, includ‐
ing Niko Kappe (NikotheC) and Viktoria
Merten (Vikykid), are supporters of the cam‐
paign.
Some influencers are apprehensive of their
ethical and political responsibility and influ‐
ence and take advantage of their reach to
campaign against hate speech and disinfor‐
mation. Considering the large number of ex‐
isting influencers, however, these are still
very few individual cases. To create an eﬀec‐
tive long-term network that encompasses a
wide range of actors, more comprehensive
educational work and a greater awareness of
the entire industry must be developed.
Concerning responsible behavior by influ‐
encers, crucial questions are not only “what
should be posted”, but also “how” and
“why”. Platforms are principally structured

in a way that does not reveal to the user what
content influencers are paid for. Correspond‐
ingly, it is essential to educate users on the
proper use of social media and to provide
(social) media professionals with guidelines
for the responsible use of information, in par‐
ticular concerning politics and elections.
Detailed guidelines and recommendations
for the ethical behavior of influencers, such
as the “Influencer Communication Code of
Ethics” created in 2019 by the Bundesver‐
band Influencer Marketing e.V. (BVIM), can
have a very positive impact.86 A comparable
code of conduct was published in Switzer‐
land in 2021 by Kingfluencers AG, an influ‐
encer agency.87 The Swiss draft proposes rec‐
ommendations for a responsible, transparent,
and empathetic way of communication for
influencers. The BVIM draft goes a step fur‐
ther and strives for general ethical standards
and guidelines for the industry.88 Although
both publications make important contribu‐
tions, they are, so far, not widely known.
Since both publications address influencers
primarily from a marketing and advertising
perspective, they also fail to do justice to the
complex and multifaceted role influencers
have today.
©Photo on Unsplash by Nordwood
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Taking responsibility and developing an ethics code
Every person who is active on the Internet also carries a social responsibility for
their own behavior, actions, and statements which they should constantly be aware
of. An increasing reach comes with more responsibility. To prevent disinformation,
discrimination, and hate speech, influencers should reflect on their own responsibil‐
ity and the consequences sharing disinformation and discriminatory content has.
Influencers should additionally team up and develop a code of ethics that especially
includes political influencers.

Complying with the legal framework
Influencers have an immense role model function which demands a strict compli‐
ance with the legal framework. This entails clearly identifying advertising in order
to prevent misleading followers. This is also in the interest of the influencers them‐
selves because the consequences of unbranded advertising are, in addition to break‐
ing the law, often a badly tarnished image and loss of trust among followers.

Preventing the spread of disinformation and hate speech
Independent reporting is a cornerstone of democracy. This applies especially for
election periods. Since disinformation is often not recognizable as such, informa‐
tion must be considered and evaluated carefully through a critical lens. Influencers
should therefore inform themselves properly, draw attention to disinformation, and
correct it. Such a gatekeeper function requires thorough research, identifying rep‐
utable sources on the topic, as well as a willingness to engage in discussion with
followers.

Reﬂecting on and understanding current socio-economic
developments
As entertaining as satire can be, it also has its downsides. The use of satire in the
context of conspiracy theories, for example, can achieve precisely the opposite of
what was intended: Not the facts, but the conspiracy theories themselves are
propagated. If satire appears to be an unavoidable tool for communicating a topic,
supplementary information should be placed in the relevant information column or
otherwise made readily available and visible.

Raising awareness through discussion and reﬂection
Young people, in particular, require more awareness concerning dangers online. In‐
fluencers can proactively come together to shed light on specific campaigns and
projects. Another way to raise awareness is to participate in and support new or ex‐
isting projects initiated by civil society actors. Civil society actors usually have
gathered significant experience over the years by engagement in similar projects
and can ensure quality, depth, and the independence of initiatives.
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With its project “Engaging German Influencers”, the Aspen Institute Germany
brought together a core group of German social media influencers for a regular ex‐
change with experts, representatives of traditional and modern media, and aca‐
demics.
In the run-up to and aftermath of the 2021 federal election, they discussed responsible
ways of dealing with disinformation, hate speech and conspiracy theories in four
workshops. Against the background of the uncertainties of the current COVID-19 pan‐
demic, the experts, additionally, touched upon the topic of the dissemination of disin‐
formation. The debate was structured, in particular, around the question of responsi‐
bility.
The goal was to raise awareness about the role of influencers in the digital information
system and address ways of collaboration with traditional institutions such as media
and political parties. In addition, it sought to develop a network and mutual under‐
standing. The group of participants also served as a sounding board for policies to
combat disinformation and hate speech during the 2021 federal election. The content
of the workshops contributed significantly to the development of the recommenda‐
tions of this report.
Aspen Germany would like to take this opportunity to thank the Open Society Foun‐
dations for its generous support of the project. A warm thank you also goes to Reach‐
bird, the operational cooperation partner of the project, for their valuable support. We
also wish to express our gratitude to the Heinrich Böll Foundation, the intellectual
partner of this project, for its cooperation and facilitating support during the work‐
shops.
In addition to our project and funding partners mentioned above, we would also like
to thank our keynote speakers, panelists, and moderators who took part in our four
workshops. Our special thanks go to:
• Lena-Maria Böswald, Program Oﬃcer at Democracy Reporting International
• Mario Brandenburg, Spokesperson for Research, Technology and Innovation of
the Parliamentary Group of the Free Democrats
• Mathieu Coquelin, Head of the Specialist unit for the distancing of extremism in
the Democracy Center Baden-Württemberg
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• Christina Dinar, Junior Researcher Platform Governance at the Leibniz Institute
for Media Research, Hans Bredow Institute, Hamburg
• Sarah Heinisch, Referentin, Consultant at the Landesmedienzentrum BadenWürttemberg (LMZ)
• Felix Kartte, Senior Advisor, Reset
• Semjon Rens, Public Policy Director, Regulatory and Economic Policy for the DA-CH countries, Facebook
• Derya Şahan, Consultant, Specialist unit for the distancing of extremism in the
Democracy Center Baden-Württemberg
• Nadine Schön, Deputy parliamentary group leader for digital aﬀairs, education
and research, CDU/CSU parliamentary group, member of the German Bundestag
• Fabian Walter, Managing Director of Steuerversum GmbH, content creator on the
TikTok channel steuerfabi
We would also like to express our gratitude to the influencers and content creators
who took part in our workshop series and thus significantly enriched our exchange:
• Chwali Bouman, Independent Consultant in the field of political strategy and
communication, Managing Director creategy
• Talisa Garbsch, Content Creator, talisaminoush
• Nicole Haase, Content Creator, Chairwoman Schülerunion Niedersachsen,
_nicolehaase_
• Theresa Hein, Consultant strategic communication and social media, Founder of
the Instagram channel Hannoverlife
• Wiebke Hönicke, Content Creator, wiebkeherzchen
• Annemarie Irmgrund, Content Creator, CEO and Founder, todayis
• Annabelle Knappe, Content Creator, annabellesophiek
• Laura Lewandowski, Journalist and Content Creator, lauralewandowski
• Tanja Marfo, Content Creator and Author, Kurvenrausch
• Philipp Martin, CEO and Co-Founder, Reachbird, Professional InfluencerMarketing
• Janis McDavid, Speaker, Ambassador and Author, janis.mcdavid
• Hava Misimi, Managing Director, Yfinance, Content Creator, femanceblog
• Sarah Ploss, Content Creator, grossstadtklein
• Lisa-Marie Rosien, Content Creator, zeldasambucca
• Lea Rössler, Influencer, Content Creator, hummelnimlack/lackhummel
• Ann-Katrin Schmitz, Social Media/Influencer Marketing Expert,
”Winefluencer”, himbeersahnetorte
• Fabian Walter, Managing Director of Steuerversum GmbH, Content Creator on
the TikTok channel steuerfabi
Finally, we would like to thank all those who commented on this publication prior to
publication and who gave us valuable feedback:
• Mathieu Coquelin, Ms. Sarah Heinisch und Ms. Derya Şahan, Specialist unit for
the distancing of extremism in the Democracy Center Baden-Württemberg
• Christina Dinar, Leibniz Institute for Media Research, Hans Bredow Institute
• Theresa Hein, Founder Instagram channel Hannoverlife
• Annabelle Knappe and Mr. Philipp Martin, Reachbird
• Lisa-Marie Rosien, Content Creator, zeldasambucca
• Fabian Walter, Managing Director of Steuerversum GmbH, Content Creator on
the TikTok channel steuerfabi
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